
SACRED DANCE GUILD BOARD MEETING 

February 8, 2013 

 

PRESENT:  Joy Beth Lufty, Wendy Morrell, Elaine Sisler, Cherie Hill, Mary Kamp, Ann Pomeroy and 
Marcia Miller, Skype with Ruth Marie Pulelehua Quirk 
 
Joy Beth brought the meeting to order at 8:27 p.m.  
 
Background:   For 6 years, SDG’s Boards have worked with its membership in updating its systems, 
expanding its services, and increasing its membership, income, and volunteers.  With membership, donor, 
and volunteer support remaining at low levels that are draining SDG dry, the Board has been clear about 
the facts that if SDG members do not step up to Board positions and tasks, and if its monetary 
support/income does not increase, SDG will no longer be able to function...  At this Board Meeting, SDG 
had to look at three choices remaining at this time: 1. Dissolve SDG as a Nonprofit   2.  Go into a period 
of “dormancy” or a combination of 2 &3 with a “Sustaining Board”   3. Business as usual …    
 
SDG Services:   We talked about the wonderful things that SDG provides its members and our world -
community supporting, resourcing, networking and educating global Sacred Dance:  from our Festivals, 
Sacred Dance Journeys, SDGO Benefit Event and  Local Networks to all the services our website 
provides such as our  Journals, Sacred Dance Company Newsletters, Calendar of Events, Resource 
Library  and much more.  We used our 2012 Summer Festival “Dance a World of Hope” memories to 
acknowledge many of the special connections SDG provides to individuals, groups, and our greater world 
community. All the systems have been set up and are running well. 
 
SDG’s Future:  The reality that SDG is dealing with is that it takes between $24,000- $45,000 to provide 
all the services that it does.  SDG can no longer any longer exist without the services of a paid 
Management System and a professional website.  Today’s Board Members and volunteers have to be far 
more skilled in many areas these days and the need for at least a part time paid Executive Director is 
paramount. SDG’s members are not able to volunteer as much in today’s world and SDG can no longer 
exist without a President and the rest of its active board. 
   
 
SDG’s Current Challenges:  No one has stepped up to train and become the future President(s) and 
volunteers to take on the rest of the Board’s positions and tasks are too few and far between.  Our 
membership numbers/monies are still lower than they have been in many, many years.  SDG has 
not been able to find any large money Donors/Supporters…   
This is a brainstorming list of the frustrations for SDG’s Board: Lack of volunteers/membership 
support for the necessary Board Positions and to help Board members with the work load. Still not 
bringing into membership younger and male Sacred Dancers, no matter what has been tried. Having no 
monies for PR and Promotional work, money and worker restraints in many of our program areas, not 
being able to “hook” people to help: out of ideas about what else can we do to get people to join or rejoin,  
the change in our culture directly affects us: people appreciate what we do but don’t want to join, trying to 
get SDG known more in the world, frustration with the electronic world we live in: the old 
fashioned/cheaper way of running  SDG won’t work anymore, lack of volunteers and active members: 
life-style does not support being able to volunteer, not one person can come up with a big donor to 
support us: we seem too unique to attract big donors,  dance is at the bottom of the fundraising totem 
pole, the public doesn’t understand sacred dance.    



 
A Summary of the SDG Board Feelings:   Time and energy from individuals are not happening, 
wonderful ideas but we can’t afford to implement the ideas (such as a Sacred Dance Training and 
Certification program), no one wants to be President, people love what we do but don’t want to give their 
time and money, and we need to find a way to not need volunteers as much, which requires more money.  
We need to find a way to keep going to spread the word with a global focus and continue on with our 
programs.  In addition to SDGO benefits for other countries, we’d like to focus on North American 
Sacred Dancer needs. No one on the Board wants to dissolve SDG (which would mean that we can’t keep 
our remaining money) and moving into dormancy requires at least a Board President, since most Board 
Members wanted to keep SDG dancing as long as possible, we worked on this… 
 
Since JoyBeth and Wendy have not been able to find anyone to come on the board, we asked the current 
Board Members “Under what conditions would you stay on the board?” 

• Joy Beth would not stay on without a paid management company if we continue as a membership 
organization.  She will not continue as President but would help with fundraising, consulting, 
writing, she needs “Dancing the sacred, moving the world” as a focus. 

• Elaine wonders if we need to be a 501 C but instead become a Sacred Dance Connections social 
media group. She would stay on if we came up with a new simpler organizational model, such as 
a donation only group. SD-GO but she can’t do it alone, she would need a committee. 

• Cherie is uncomfortable without a President/Vice President and it bothers her that the 
membership does not seem to want the organization to continue.  She is interested in simplifying, 
but she loves the global feel. She would continue in resources or programs with a proper 
leadership on board. 

• Wendy feels that we have not transitioned to having passion outside the membership, we would 
be limited if we are not a 501 C entity.  She would be a part of the board if it does continue, she 
would stay as Programs for now, she would possibly become Vice President and once her job is 
completed she would possibly be President.  She would not, however, take a leadership role 
without a management company. 

• Pulelehua would stay on the board, possibly help with a festival in Hawaii, she can find 
volunteers for website and other things, but we must have a bookkeeper.  She would be willing to 
help with a new website that is self maintainable.  She also wants to be sure we would have 
insurance. 

• Mary is undecided; she feels we can’t survive without a management company.  She doesn’t want 
us to go back to where we were years ago.  She would stay on if those things could happen.  She 
would continue with Programs but not President/Vice President. 

• Ann wants to stay on in PR, she would need a management group, but hopes we can trim it down 
to not spend as much money.  She does not feel confident to be President/Vice President, but 
would continue reaching out and getting SDG’s name out. 

• Marcia would stay as Secretary/Treasurer if the membership was supportive of the board and she 
would need the management company to continue. 

 
Joy Beth adjourned the meeting at 10:30 p.m. 
 
 
SATURDAY, February 9, 2013 
 
We began the meeting by dancing “You are the Face of God” at 8:45 a.m. 
 
Solutions:  We continued with the discussions about SDG’s options and began settling on:   
 



1.  We have 5 months of working with NWG and Joy Beth as a Volunteer President and 10 hours 
weekly paid Executive Director.  We will continue with “Business As Usual” trying to bring in 
new members and Money Donors if SDG’s membership will help and become more actively 
involved.  We will continue to recruit new board members and put out our annual Board Ballot in 
June… 

 
2. As of July1, JoyBeth is finished and will be an off-board volunteer consultant, writer, and 

coordinator of SDG Ambassadors focused on finding big donors.    Since we have no current VP, 
Wendy Morrell has agreed to become a “Sustaining Board” President for 1 year only with limited 
tasks:  Wendy would become President in July and sustain the SDG until our funds are gone or 
new options are available to keep SDG going.   

 
The next 5 months will continue as we are now and in July we will begin with a sustaining board.  We 
will not be going into Dormancy or Dissolution at this point.  We can focus on our programs and services 
for the next year knowing that if our income does not improve, we will be out of operating monies 
sometime between Dec. 2013- July 2014.  We will need to make changes during the “sustaining Board” 
year and know that this is a limited time that we can function this way due to the reality of our finances 
and board commitments. 
 
JoyBeth will present this to the membership; she will outline our options and let them know that we want 
to continue with a sustaining board.  We will ask for their vote of confidence and we will give them the 
option to join the board or take on a task in recruiting movers and moneys, new members and donors.    
JoyBeth and Wendy will take this on to present to the membership and the board will approve the 
letter.  Wendy is limited for the next 6 months until her job is finished, but she will help JoyBeth as much 
as possible.  This should be done by the end of March. 
 
Action:  JoyBeth will present our options to continue SDG to the membership by the end of March. 
 
Summer 2014 Board Meeting and Annual Membership Meeting – Summer 2014 ‘s Board Meeting 
and Annual Membership Meeting and Workshop will be in Gales Ferry , CT. August  2-4  with hostess 
Marcia Miller and planner Wendy Morrell.  This would engage many people in Boston, Connecticut, 
New Jersey, and New York SDG members.  We would have the annual general meeting at Marcia’s 
church, with a luncheon and workshop. 
 
 
BUDGET- This is our normal Operating Budget Income and Expenses if SDG continues with “Business 
as usual.”  JoyBeth will have a revised budget presented to membership by April based on recent Board 
decisions… 

• Credit card fees – $1500- NWG says they have found a better processing agent so our fees should 
decrease. 

• Design work and printing – operations – $2200 this is for the journal, rack cards, other printing 
costs.  We could stop doing a journal; just put the articles on the website and save $2,000.  We 
will be looking into this. 

• Dues – we pay into One World Dance Alliance $100, we have a link to them from our website.   
• Insurance - $700 - $800 board liability, $700-$800 general liability - $1500 total 
• Taxes and fees - $700 - $500 to have our taxes done, NWG has our financial reports and they 

send the reports to get our taxes done.  New Hampshire & Maryland fees. 
• Internet – member clicks for membership dues, database, directory, $2400.  If you collect names 

of people as “membership” we use MemberClicks to manage the database of names.  This is a set 



fee, not based on the number of members.  The web work done for MemberClicks is part of our 
monthly fee. 

• Web work – $3600 - this is not as expensive now because our site is now updated, but if we 
change the SDG we will need to do some redesign.   

• Management services - $1205 per month ($14,500) and this is for 20 hours a month, volunteers 
would probably need double those hours.  They are very helpful and often don’t charge us to find 
things that we need.  This is something we cannot do without.  Pat Troy sent us a list of all the 
things they do for SDG, it is more than our membership realizes they are doing.  This is very 
timely information and will help our membership know what they do for us and JoyBeth will get 
this out via our website. 
   

Motion:  The board will continue using Next Wave Group, LLC as our management company for the next 
calendar year at the current rate of $1205 per month, moved by Wendy, second by Mary.  Unanimous 
approval.   
 

• Office supplies - $200. 
• Mailing, postage & delivery & telephone - $600 
• Miscellaneous board gifts and etc items - $500 
• Board travel - $2600 which covers two trips a year at $150 per trip.  The reimbursement form 

shows the actual amount the board spends and the amount they are donating back to SDG.  
• Executive Director – 10 hours a week - $10000 
• PR - $5000 

Total approximately $45,000, take away PR and Executive Director = $30,000.  For a “Sustaining Board” 
the very bare minimum will be $24,000. 
 
Income  ( 2012 figures) 

• Donations $2000,                   but we need $10,000 - $25,000 for a full budget 
• Dues $7600,                           we need $12000 
• Events $3600,                         we need $6000 
• Advertising $00,                     we need $1000 
• Interest $900                           we will only have $500 
• Misc. Sales $250,                   we need $500 

Total $15000 for 2012                         $30,000/$45,000   for  2013 
 
 
Following the discussion of the budget the board looked at each element and these are maximum amounts 
that will be spent.  The board will continue to identify places where we can reduce the expenses and 
increase the income with membership support. 
 
Motion:  To approve the 2013 budget for SDG at a maximum of $45,000.   Motion by Ann and second by 
Elaine.  Unanimous approval 
 
E-News:  This is our monthly newsletter to our members and lapsed members.   This newsletter updates 
our membership on what is happening.  We should also put an article in that would be from the journal, or 
a new article that someone would write with a catchy title. We are getting replies and donations from this 
service.  This has helped with our communication with our members. Presidential task… 
 
 



Local Networks:  We currently have three formal networks that are functioning.  We need to promote the 
local networks.  We could have contacts for local areas, like Elaine for Boston, Ann for Las Vegas and so 
on.  Cherie will write up a letter to go into a monthly update and work with JoyBeth on this task.  
 
Action:  Cherie will write a letter about having contacts for local areas in the monthly E-News and 
JoyBeth will get approval from members to have their names and contact information listed if they 
want to be a local contact.  
 
Getting members to use and coordinate our services and resources:  We need to encourage our 
membership to use more of our resources and services.  We should start posting on social media the list of 
services we provide.  Remind people to post on the calendar.  Always put down to follow us on Facebook 
and remind them to add things to the page, post their own events, favorite dance quotes, recent dance 
shows you’ve seen, etc.. All Board Members 
 
Website and Membership Options- At our Summer Board Meeting starting our Sustaining Year- 
Pulelehua will present website and membership options for us.  What are advantages of membership vs. 
donations?   
 
Website:  The search engine seems to be helping.  Finding information applicable to a certain area is still 
difficult.  A drop down list of categories and a question to click “What is Sacred Dance?” will be added 
by JoyBeth.  Pu will send a mock-up of another website design possibility.  The home page needs to 
Dance! 
 
Photo bucket and Google docs:  We paid $29 for photo bucket, so that we could put our pictures online 
in one place and also add videos when we have them.  It is very time consuming to put them on photo 
bucket, but we need an archival spot for all our photos.  We will continue to use Photo bucket, if we can 
go with a free account we will, if we have too much on the site then we will pay the $29 for the next year. 
Google Docs is something we are looking for to use for our documents.  It is good for editing documents 
as a group, formatting is not good on it, it keeps comments, and it could help us reduce emails.  Google 
also has a list serve group that we could use instead of yahoo.  We would need a Gmail account for SDG, 
and Wendy may have created one for us.  Pu will set us up a Google list for us.   
 
Action list – Wendy will continue to use Photo Bucket.  Pu will set up a Google list for us. 
 
Resources:  Q&A is working well, Cherie monitors and it has been going well.  Pu is researching Sacred 
Dance and all aspects about it.    
 
Social Media:  We are using Facebook and Twitter.  We have a Facebook group and fan page, we can all 
post on the group page.  Only Cherie, Pu & JoyBeth can post to the fan page.  Group page is more 
relaxed, all members can post to it, the fan page is more professional, anyone can view that page but only 
administrators can post to it.  JoyBeth will cc Pu whenever she submits news to NWG for the website.  Pu 
told us how to post to the fan page.  On fan page only administrators can post an evite.  By doing an evite 
it assures that people will see what is posted.  We should all be like a status when it is posted on 
Facebook.  Twitter is important because that is what the younger generation is using.  We only have 30 
followers right now.  We encourage all the board members to be active on Facebook and Twitter. 
 
Action:  Joy Beth will cc Pu whenever she submits news to NWG for the website. 
 
 
 
 



Global outreach 
• Collaboration with other organizations is what we need.  Everything takes a huge effort and we 

need the volunteers to make our ideas happen.   
• Cherie will be writing an article about SDG soon for INDANCE magazine.   
• Ann has offered to write articles to different organizations to get our name out there.  We could 

contact interfaith organizations to get SDG known. 
 
Action:  Ann will write letters to reach out to churches and interfaith organizations, see if they will 
publish some of our articles in their magazines. 
 
Public Relations:   JoyBeth has done two mailings to universities to tell them who SDG is and what SDG 
could do for them.  She would like to work with those members who work in university dance programs.  
Elaine suggests going through the university Chaplains to get connections with the university dance 
department and perhaps those dancing in university chapels.  Perhaps some of our performing groups 
could dance at universities.  Mary knows about a College Dance Fair, sponsored by the Greater Cincinnati 
Dance Alliance that she could go to and promote the SDG.  Wendy talked about scanning all of our 
journals into Google docs to be able to have more use of the articles. Could we have an indexed list of 
journal articles?  JoyBeth will ask NWG if this is possible for them to add to the index to the website.  We 
are contacted by organizations to see if we can bring sacred dance to them so if we had a brochure that 
explained what we offer we could send that out.  Kathryn Sparks would be a good person to contact about 
working with seminaries.  Be very clear about what they will get from us. 
 
Action:  JoyBeth will start piloting how we work with universities in the future in the next six 
months.  She will talk with NWG about indexing our journal articles.   
She will be the coordinator to work with the board on Education Outreach with faith based groups 
and universities.  Ann will be the researcher to find the groups that Joy Beth should contact. 
Wendy will resend her business card template. 
 
 
Journal:  Elaine spoke about the journal and how it is not really a journal.  It is mostly newsletter articles 
and we don’t have much for the March 15th deadline.  We think it may have run its course, our older 
members will not be happy if we stop doing the journal but is it really serving any purpose?  People can 
still write articles for the e-newsletter and the website.  How would we let our membership know we are 
changing?  We would have to edit many things on the website that reference the journal.  We would have 
until May when the journal would normally come out.  We want to get our articles out to more people.  
Get our older members to be a part of the new vision.  This could save us $2000.  A benefit of 
membership would be that they are the only ones that could write for the journal. 
 
Action:  Wendy will contact Toni Intravaia, Karen Josephson and Vivien (for MaryJane Wolbers) 
about the journal.  She will also look at our lifetime members and see if anyone else should be 
contacted.  JoyBeth will contact EBSCO about the different format for submitting articles and Pu 
will work with her on how to format the articles for submissions.  They will also work on getting a 
blog for the articles. Elaine will work on collecting, assessing and editing the articles for submission.  
We can call it the SDG Online Journal, with an intro paragraph that explains how we transitioned 
to the current format. 
JoyBeth will notify NWG that there will be no more design work for journal articles. 
 
Motion:  The Journal will transition to an online format open to the public.  Moved by Elaine and second 
by Cherie.  Unanimous approval. 
 
 



SD-GO:  Elaine read us the article from the recipient of our dance supplies in Croatia.  The article was in 
the newspaper and the local and national television stations in Croatia.  Five different retailers donated 
supplies to send, all were a part of the Northeast Dance Retailers, Assn.  Elaine saved money from the 
concert and in conjunction with herself and the New England organization of Croatia they were able to 
ship the boxes to Croatia.  Elaine still has 24 boxes in her basement that are supposed to go to Armenia 
but she has not been able to connect with that group to get the shipment out.  The retailers have more 
items and we may be able to donate to victims of hurricane Sandy. 
 
Action:  All board members should gather information on needy groups in the U.S. and present 
back to Elaine.   
 
Meeting adjourned at 5:00 p.m. 
 
 
SUNDAY 2/10/13 
 
Joy Beth brought the meeting to order at 8:45 a.m. 
 
Global water dances and 1 billion rising:  This is a global group that we should have a presence at.  
Wendy has a workshop this Thursday which is the day for the 1 billion rising and they may participate in 
a small way.  Skyloom is doing global water dances on June 15th.  Cherie is doing 1 billion rising with her 
students, and may do something with global water dances also.   
 
Action:  Ask in next e-news if any groups are participating in the global water dances on June 15th 
and have them let us know so we can put on our website a list of people participating.  They can 
send us their pictures and videos.  JoyBeth will link the global water dances website to ours.  Mary 
will put on the event calendar. 
 
March 22nd is dance anywhere day, danceanywhere.org.  12:00 in California, 3:00 in NY, etc.   
National dance week is the last week in April.  Elaine is working to get her school groups to dance 
together that day.  International dance day is April 29th.   
 
Action:  Have Cherie and resources work on coordinating global dances/dance awareness for the 
SDG calendar.  Joy Beth will help set up on the website. 
 
 
PROGRAMS: 
Sacred Dance Journey to Costa Rica:  We have several people interested.  This needs to be promoted.  
Yoga listings may be a good possibility.  We need to find listings that are free.  We should post in 
Conscious Dancer.  We will post on Health Spa website.  Participants must be SDG members however. 
 
Action:  Cherie will get the SDG contact list.  Cherie will do PR for journey by posting on 
organization classified sections.  JoyBeth will send targeted contact list to Cherie.  Cherie will 
design Facebook ads every 3 weeks.  A poster will be made by Cherie and JoyBeth and they can be 
put up in local areas and placed in on-line calendars.   
 
Traveling Workshops:  We need a person to stimulate people to use the workshops.  We will seek out 
someone to spearhead this task.  It needs to be someone who has the talent and the time.  Everyone 
should send JoyBeth names that might be possible for this.  A note will then be sent out to those that 
have been recommended.  We should be advertising the availability of the Traveling Workshops. 
 



Action:  JoyBeth will add a drop down list of categories and a question to click “What is Sacred 
Dance?” to the website.  Pu will send another website design possibility for a cover to our home 
page. 
 
New York Collaborative in 2014 - taking elements of festival and SD-GO CultureFest and make a 
collaborative effort out of this event, tie in with international groups in NY including the United Nations.  
Have a flash mob where the monies go to charity.  Give dance supplies to local needy studios.   

• They are looking at June for the event.  Possibly June 4 – 9, and possibly related to Pentecost.  
They have four different connected spaces including a special dedicated 911 space.  We like the 
title “Dancing Divine Diversity.”  NYC has many dance connections.  This will be called a 
Sacred Dance event. 

• Trinity Church focus is very structured. We will work with Marilyn Green and Toni from NY/SW 
Connecticut Chapter will also help. 

• Our role would be sources of housing and registration.  Any cost of location and a proposed 
reception is unclear at this point. 

• Some elements of festival would be included but not all.  A Sacred Dance concert would be 
included; maybe a Flash Mob, sharing, morning gatherings, banquet, opening and closing 
components would be included. 

• Everyone could get all the classes that are offered by having them repeated.  Logistics would be 
different due to travel between locations. 

• This will be a new market and it will be a collaboration.  Planning will be different than our 
normal festival. 

• Questions that still need to be explored are the legal and financial ramifications and insurance for 
the event. 

Motion:  The Board approves the program directors to move forward with detailed dialog with Trinity 
Church on a collaborative event to be called “Dancing Divine Diversity” to take place in June of 2014 in 
New York City.  Moved by Elaine and seconded by Cherie with unanimous approval. 
 
 
 Collaborative Sacred Dance Concert- The Doors:  This is another possible collaborative project.  This 
will take place on November 10, 2013.  This will relate to four doors:  death, hate, love, birth.  Each 
segment will last 10 minutes.  The audience decides the order of the doors.  The presentation will last 
about an hour.  It will be a collaboration on the choreography in each piece.  The numerical limit of 
dancers will be 60.  The objective is not about making money. 

• There would be no expense to the SDG. 
• Individual cost to dancers will be their responsibility. 
• We can put this on our website. 
• The personal injury waver and insurance would come from Trinity. 

 
Motion:  The board approves Wendy Morrell to further work with Marilyn Green of Trinity Church on a 
performance collaboration between Trinity Church dancers and Sacred Dance Guild dancers for a Sacred 
Dance concert at Trinity Church on November 10, 2013.  There is a condition that there would be no 
financial or legal liabilities to the Sacred Dance Guild.  Motion by Ann and second by Mary with 5 yeas 
and one abstention, motion is approved. 
 
 
Meeting Adjourned at noon… 


